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ABSTRACT
We present the radial-velocity follow-up of two Kepler planetary transiting candidates (KOI-189 and KOI-686) carried out with the
SOPHIE spectrograph at the Observatoire de Haute Provence. These data promptly discard these objects as viable planet candidates
and show that the transiting objects are in the regime of very low-mass stars, where a strong discrepancy between observations and
models persists for the mass and radius parameters. By combining the SOPHIE spectra with the Kepler light curve and photometric
measurements found in the literature, we obtain a full characterization of the transiting companions, their orbits, and their host stars.
The two companions are in significantly eccentric orbits with relatively long periods (30 days and 52.5 days), which makes them
suitable objects for a comparison with theoretical models, since the effects invoked to understand the discrepancy with observations
are weaker for these orbital distances. KOI-189 B has a mass M = 0.0745 ± 0.0033 M and a radius R = 0.1025 ± 0.0024 R.
The density of KOI-189 B is significantly lower than expected from theoretical models for a system of its age. We explore possible
explanations for this difference. KOI-189 B is the smallest hydrogen-burning star with such a precise determination of its fundamental
parameters. KOI-686 B is larger and more massive (M = 0.0915 ± 0.0043 M; R = 0.1201 ± 0.0033 R), and its position in the
mass-radius diagram agrees well with theoretical expectations.
Key words. techniques: photometric – techniques: radial velocities – stars: low-mass – stars: fundamental parameters – stars:
individual: KIC11391018, KIC7906882
1. Introduction
The observed mass-radius relation of low-mass stars is still
poorly understood (see Baraffe 2014, for a recent review). The
observed radii of low-mass stars are between 5% and 10% larger
than predicted by models (e.g., Morales et al. 2010). At present,
the inhibition of convection by magnetic fields caused by an
increased stellar rotation rate seem the most likely reasons for
the discrepancy (e.g., López-Morales 2007; Morales et al. 2010;
Mullan & MacDonald 2001; Chabrier et al. 2007). Indeed,
eclipsing binaries tend to be in short-period orbits, and tidal
forces tend to synchronize their rotation and orbital periods,
which in turn increases their magnetic activity.
The Kepler mission is dedicated to finding transiting plan-
ets around mainly solar-type stars. Its unprecedented precision
and virtually uninterrupted observing has permitted detecting the
smallest planets known to date (e.g., Fressin et al. 2012; Barclay
et al. 2013) in long-period orbits (e.g., Borucki et al. 2012). Ke-
pler photometry is also producing important results in stellar as-
? Based on observations collected with the SOPHIE spectrograph
on the 1.93-m telescope at Observatoire de Haute-Provence (CNRS),
France (programs 11A.PNP.MOUT and 11B.PNP.MOUT). Tables 1, 2,
and 6 are only available online.
trophysics. For example, the triply eclipsing triple system KOI-
126 (Carter et al. 2011) provides stringent constrains to models
of stellar interiors and tidal interactions. Curiously, the masses
and radii of the KOI-126 components agree well with the Dart-
mouth (Dotter et al. 2008) stellar tracks, in spite of the short
orbital period of the system.
A good understanding of the properties of low-mass stars is
fundamental for exoplanetary science, since the planet parame-
ters directly depend on the stellar masses and radii. In particular,
very low-mass stars are advantageous targets to search for extra-
solar planets (see, e.g., Charbonneau et al. 2009). Understanding
their properties should be prioritized.
Here we present the radial velocity follow-up of two Ke-
pler planetary candidates whose transits were first reported by
Borucki et al. (2011) (KOI-189 and KOI-686). SOPHIE radial-
velocity follow-up promptly detected the km/s-amplitude reflex
motion of the host stars, which reveals that the transiting objects
are actually very low-mass stars in eccentric, long-period (30
and 52 days) orbits. These objects were not included in the de-
termination of the false-positive rate of giant planets of Santerne
et al. (2012), since their periods are longer than the cut-off used
in that article.
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Fig. 1. Uncorrected Kepler light curves for KOI-189 (top) and KOI-686 (bottom). The flux has been scaled to the median value of each quarter.
The positions of the transits are shown with vertical red dashed lines. Note the missing parts of the light curve of KOI-189 due to the failure of
CCD module 3.
Combined with the Kepler light curves, SOPHIE data per-
mit precise determination of the masses and radii of these ob-
jects and their host stars. As discussed in Sect. 6, tidal spin-
synchronization is expected to be inefficient for these long-
period objects, which are expected to be more similar to iso-
lated low-mass stars. These objects are therefore important as-
sets for testing theoretical models. The remainder of the paper
is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents the datasets used in
the analysis and the data reduction procedure; Sect. 3 describes
the spectroscopic analysis performed to obtain the host stars at-
mospheric parameters and the attempts to measure their rotation
periods from the Kepler light curves; Sect. 4 describes the model
used to fit the data, and the Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm
used to sample the posterior distribution of the model parame-
ters; the results are presented in Sect. 5 and are summarized and
discussed in Sect. 6.
2. Observations and data reduction
2.1. Kepler light curves
KIC11391018 and KIC7906882 were observed by Kepler in
long cadence (LC, i.e., with a sampling of one point every 29.4
minutes) starting in quarter 1, and until the failure of the second
reaction wheel in quarter 17. Periodic transits with amplitudes
of ∼ 2% and ∼ 1.4% and shapes resembling that of planetary
transits were promptly detected after the first quarter of obser-
vations. After passing all pre-spectroscopic vetting tests (see
Batalha et al. 2010), the transiting objects earned the title of
Kepler Object of Interest (KOI) and were assigned the names
KOI-189.01 and KOI-686.01. The host stars are referred to as
KOI-189 and KOI-686. During observing season 2, KOI-189
was located on CCD module 3, which failed in quarter 4. This
means that data from quarters 8, 12, and 16 are not available for
this target. Additional short-cadence (SC; around 1 minute ca-
dence) data of KOI-189 are available from quarter 4 up to quarter
7. For KOI-686, one third of quarter 8 has SC data. In total, Ke-
pler observed 36 transits of KOI-189 and 26 of KOI-686.
We recovered the uncorrected light curves issued from the
photometric analysis (PA) module of the Kepler pipeline from
the MAST archive1. The LC light curves are plotted in Fig. 1.
For the transit modeling we only used the fragments of the
light curve around each transit, The data were normalized with
a quadratic function whose coefficients were fit to the out-of-
transit part. This ensures a reasonably flat out-of-transit curve
without involving complicated filtering methods that risk modi-
fying the transit shape. For KOI-189 only LC data were used be-
cause the sampling of the transit, and in particular of the ingress
and egress phases, was deemed sufficient. On the other hand,
KOI-686 exhibits at most two transits per quarter, and only one
in most of them. Therefore the LC data of KOI-686 are not
enough to sample the ingress and egress phases of the transit
adequately. Because this could lead to incorrectly determined
transit parameters (Bonomo et al., submitted) the SC transit ob-
served in quarter 8 was used instead of its LC version. A sigma-
clipping was performed to reject outliers, taking into account the
total number of points in each light curve. The contamination by
nearby stars was corrected for using the crowding values from
the Kepler archive. The final light curve of KOI-189 has 1310
points; for KOI-686 there are 436 points in the LC light curves
and 585 points in the SC ones.
In Sect. 3 we employ the corrected pre-search data condition-
ing (PDC) Kepler light curve to search for out-of-transit modu-
1 Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes: http://archive.stsci.
edu/kepler/data_search/search.php
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lations due to stellar spots. These data are also available from
the MAST archive.
2.2. SOPHIE radial velocities
SOPHIE is a high-resolution echelle spectrograph fiber-fed from
the Cassegrain focus of the 1.93-m telescope at the Haute-
Provence Observatory (OHP) in France. It is installed in a
temperature-stabilized environment, and the dispersive elements
are kept at constant pressure to provide high-precision radial ve-
locities (Perruchot et al. 2008). SOPHIE spectra cover most of
the visible wavelength range in 39 spectral orders. Since June
2011, a new fiber scrambler has provided a significant improve-
ment of the spectrograph illumination stability, leading to a pre-
cision gain of a factor ∼ 6 (Perruchot et al. 2011; Bouchy et al.
2013). All the observations presented here were performed with
the new fiber scrambler.
Observations were performed in high-efficiency mode, with
a resolving power λ/∆λ ∼ 40 000. One of the two available op-
tical fibers records the stellar spectrum, while the other, located
2 arcmin away, records the background sky spectrum, which can
be used to correct for scattered light entering the star fiber (e.g.,
Barge et al. 2008; Pollacco et al. 2008; Santerne et al. 2011).
Only one spectrum of KOI-686 needed to be corrected for con-
tamination by the moonlight.
KOI-189 was observed ten times between July 3 2011 and
November 10 2011. Exposure times were varied between one
hour for the first measurements to around 12 minutes, when it
became clear that the precision required to characterize the com-
panion orbit was achieved in shorter exposures. Therefore, the
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) is also highly variable between spec-
tra: from 9.0 up to 18.0. In these cases, a systematic effect in
the radial velocities due to the charge transfer inefficiency (CTI)
in SOPHIE’s CCD must be corrected for. This was made us-
ing the empirical correction described in Santerne et al. (2012).
KOI-686 was observed seven times between July 9 2011 and
November 7 2011. Similarly to KOI-189, the exposure times
range between 10 minutes and one hour, and a similar correction
for the CTI effect was needed.
The spectra were reduced and extracted using the SOPHIE
pipeline (Bouchy et al. 2009), and the resulting wavelength-
calibrated 2D spectra were correlated using a numerical bi-
nary mask corresponding to spectral type G2 (for KOI-686) and
K5 (for KOI-189) to obtain the radial velocity measurement
(Baranne et al. 1996; Pepe et al. 2002). For faint targets such as
these, the orders at the edge of the wavelength range are usually
too noisy, and adding them in the average cross-correlation func-
tion degrades the precision of the measurements. Therefore, the
average cross-correlation function (CCF) was computed discard-
ing the 11 bluest orders in the spectrum. The radial velocity (RV)
time series show variations with amplitudes of a few km s−1,
which indicates that the transiting candidates are not planetary
objects. If blended binaries can be excluded (see below), the
companions are instead in the regime of massive brown dwarfs
or very low-mass stars.
The SOPHIE pipeline also measures the FWHM of the CCF
and its bisector velocity span (Queloz et al. 2001). The former
can be used to estimate the projected rotational velocity of the
star using the calibrations presented in Boisse et al. (2010) (see
Sect. 3); the latter measures the deformation of the CCF, which
might reveal additional sets of spectral lines blended with the
main spectrum or magnetic activity features in the surface of the
star (see Figueira et al. 2013, and Santerne et al. 2014, in prep.,
for a thorough discussion on RV diagnostics). The bisector ve-
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Fig. 2. Bisector velocity span as a function of radial velocity. The
measurement of KOI-686 affected by moonlight contamination is not
plotted. The error in the radial velocity is smaller than the size of the
points. The y-axis scale is 25 times smaller than the scale of the x-axis.
locity span is plotted as a function of the radial velocity in Fig. 2,
where the scale of the bisector axis is 25 times smaller than that
of the radial velocity. It is clear that the bisector does not exhibit
any variability at the scale of the radial velocity variations, and
that no correlation exists between both observables. This is con-
firmed by the Pearson correlation coefficients: r = −0.31 ± 0.34
for KOI-189, and r = 0.20 ± 0.49 for KOI-686, which are com-
patible with zero, and where the reported errors are obtained by
a bootstrap procedure. Although the lack of correlation between
the RV and bisector variations is not sufficient to rule out all
possible false positives by itself, it has been argued that if addi-
tionally transits are U-shaped and clear Keplerian variations in
phase with the photometric variations are detected, roughly all
false-positive scenarios involving a blended binary system can
be rejected (Bakos et al. 2012). We therefore conclude that the
radial velocity variations are produced by companions to the host
star with a negligible luminosity ratio, and not by blended eclips-
ing binaries.
The complete radial velocity datasets are reported in Tables 1
and 2 and plotted in Figs. 3 and 4. The uncertainties include the
photon noise error, estimated with the method by Bouchy et al.
(2001) and the error in the wavelength calibration (∼ 2 m s−1).
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Table 3. Target characteristics and absolute photometric measurements.
KOI-189 KOI-686
Target Information
Kepler ID 11391018 7906882
2MASS ID 18593119+4916011 19472178+4338496
R.A. (J2000) 18 59 31.19 19 47 21.78
Dec. (J2000) +49◦16′01′′.2 +43◦38′49′′. .6
Kepler
magnitudea
14.388 14.545
SDSS g′a 15.17 14.12
SDSS r′a 14.33 13.52
SDSS i′a 14.05 13.35
SDSS z′a 13.92 13.26
2MASS-Jb 12.895 ± 0.025 12.270 ± 0.020
2MASS-Hb 12.377 ± 0.021 11.932 ± 0.018
2MASS-Ksb 12.288 ± 0.025 11.847 ± 0.019
WISE-W1c 12.229 ± 0.024 11.789 ± 0.023
WISE-W2c 12.317 ± 0.022 11.844 ± 0.021
Notes. (a) From Kepler Input Catalogue. (b) Cutri et al. (2003) (c) Cutri et al. (2012)
2.3. Photometry
In addition, we recovered infrared photometric measurements of
these two targets from the 2MASS (Cutri et al. 2003) and from
the WISE space mission (Wright et al. 2010). In the optical part
of the spectrum, measurements in the SDSS photometric bands
are available in the KIC. The uncertainties in these bands are
stated to be between 0.03 and 0.04 mag. We conservatively de-
cided to use 0.04 mag for all four available SDSS bands. We
list the magnitudes for the two targets in Table 3. These data
were employed to constrain the parameters of the host star and
its distance by fitting the spectral energy distribution (see Sect.
4).
3. Primary star parameters
The co-added SOPHIE spectra were used to measure the atmo-
spheric parameters of the transit host using the method described
by Deleuil et al. (2012), which yields the values listed in the sec-
ond column of Tables 4 and 5.
The Kepler PDC out-of-transit light curves were used in an
attempt to estimate the rotational period of the primary stars, and
their age by gyrochronology. For KOI-189, a generalized Lomb-
Scargle periodogram (GLS, Zechmeister & Kürster 2009) re-
veals a significant period at P = 30.45 ± 0.35 days, with a peak-
to-peak amplitude of ∼ 0.2%. In agreement, Walkowicz & Basri
(2013) reported a rotation period of P = 33.26±3.44 days for this
star, based on the analysis of quarter 9 data alone. On the other
hand, McQuillan et al. (2013) did not find a significant period for
this star from the auto-correlation function on quarter 3-14 data.
This periodicity could be interpreted as the rotational period be-
cause it is present identically in the first and second halves of
the light curve. However, it is known that the Kepler pipeline
attenuates astrophysical signals with periods longer than about
ten days, at least for amplitudes around 0.1 %2. Moreover, this
2 See PDC Data Release 21, Sect. 3.1.3, https://archive.stsci.
edu/kepler/release_notes/release_notes21/DataRelease_
21_20130508.pdf
period is also similar to the period of the transiting candidate.
Because the star is not expected to be synchronized (see Sect.
6.1), this raises further suspicion about the nature of this peri-
odicity. We decided to remain conservative and do not claim
the detection of the rotational period of the primary star of the
KOI-189 system from the Kepler light curve.
On the other hand, the projected rotational velocity measured
spectroscopically is v sin i = 2.5±1.5 km s−1. The FWHM of the
SOPHIE CCF can also be used to estimate roughly the projected
rotational velocity of the star using the calibrations by Boisse
et al. (2010), which gives 4.4±1.0 km s−1, roughly in agreement
within the errors.
The PDC light curve of KOI-686 is clearly variable, with the
highest peak in a GLS periodogram at P = 13.66 ± 0.07 days.
There is power at a number of other peaks between 11 and 21
days, however. When the light curve is split into three 500-
day sections, the highest peak in the GLS analysis changes: P
=19.9 ± 0.4 days for BJD < 2455400, P = 15.5 ± 0.24 days
for 2455400 < BJD < 2455900, and P = 13.66 ± 0.17 days
for BJD > 2455900. Although this could be reminiscent of
differential rotation and migrating spots, the amplitude of the
modulation remains roughly constant, and a similar variability is
detected in some of the cotrending basis vectors that are not cor-
rected for by the Kepler pipeline (see Stumpe et al. 2012; Smith
et al. 2012). In summary, we do not claim the detection of a pe-
riodic light-curve modulation that could be interpreted as caused
by stellar spots. We are therefore unable to obtain an estimate
of the stellar age and the rotational period. We note that neither
Walkowicz & Basri (2013) nor McQuillan et al. (2013) reported
a significant rotational period either. The projected rotational ve-
locity obtained from the FWHM of the CCF is v sin i = 3.5± 1.0
km s−1, in agreement with the value obtained from the spectro-
scopic analysis, v sin i = 3.0 ± 1.5 km s−1.
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Table 4. Stellar parameters of KOI-189 for different stellar evolution models.
Parameter Spectroscopy Dartmouth Parsec StarEvol
Effective temperature, Teff[K] 4850 ± 100 4949 ± 42 4955 ± 42 4952 ± 36
Metallicity, [Fe/H] [dex] −0.07 ± 0.12 −0.13 ± 0.13 −0.11 ± 0.14 −0.114 ± 0.056
Surface gravity, log g [cgs] 4.6 ± 0.12 4.591 ± 0.014 4.582 ± 0.016 4.5920 ± 0.0069
Stellar density, ρ? [ρ] – 1.924 ± 0.054 1.926 ± 0.056 1.936 ± 0.052
Star mass, M? [M] – 0.774 ± 0.045 0.730 ± 0.059 0.775+0.025−0.036
Star radius, R? [R] – 0.738 ± 0.015 0.724 ± 0.019 0.735 ± 0.016
log10 τ [yr] – 9.79
+0.22
−0.43 10.05
+0.19
−0.32 9.79 ± 0.18
Distance [pc] – 424 ± 12 417 ± 14 423 ± 12
Companion mass, Mc [M] – 0.0751 ± 0.0028 0.0724 ± 0.0038 0.0752 ± 0.0023
Companion radius, Rc[R] – 0.1032 ± 0.0021 0.1013 ± 0.0025 0.1028 ± 0.0025
Table 5. Stellar parameters of KOI-686 for different stellar evolution models.
Parameter Spectroscopy Dartmouth Parsec StarEvol
Effective temperature, Teff[K] 5750 ± 120 5834 ± 100 5834 ± 100 5836 ± 94
Metallicity, [Fe/H] [dex] 0.02 ± 0.12 −0.06 ± 0.13 −0.06 ± 0.13 −0.06 ± 0.12
Surface gravity, log g [cgs] 4.5 ± 0.15 4.399 ± 0.015 4.391 ± 0.016 4.400 ± 0.017
Stellar density, ρ? [ρ] – 0.874 ± 0.031 0.874 ± 0.31 0.873 ± 0.032
Star mass, M? [M] – 0.995 ± 0.057 0.950 ± 0.070 1.002 ± 0.075
Star radius, R? [R] – 1.044 ± 0.025 1.029 ± 0.029 1.047 ± 0.029
log10 τ [yr] – 9.75
+0.14
−0.20 9.86 ± 0.20 9.77+0.18−0.28
Distance [pc] – 531 ± 17 523 ± 19 532 ± 19
Companion mass, Mc [M] – 0.0994 ± 0.0038 0.0965 ± 0.0047 0.1000 ± 0.0049
Companion radius, Rc[R] – 0.1254 ± 0.0031 0.1236 ± 0.0036 0.1258 ± 0.0036
4. Data analysis
4.1. Data modeling
The Kepler light curves and SOPHIE radial velocities were fit-
ted together with the broadband absolute photometry data. The
model consists of a star orbited by a dark companion of a given
mass and radius. We employed the modeling procedure and
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) module from the PASTIS
package (Díaz et al. 2014). We refer to this article for details on
the modeling of the star, the companion, and the MCMC algo-
rithm.
The host star was parametrized using its mean density, metal-
licity, and effective temperature. The atmospheric analysis de-
scribed in Sect. 3 provides priors for these three parameters.
Stellar evolution models were used to obtain self-consistently the
stellar luminosity and radius, which were used to scale the stel-
lar atmospheric model interpolated from the grid of Allard et al.
(2012). The scaled spectrum was corrected for the extinction and
used to compute the model of the observed absolute magnitudes.
The limb-darkening coefficients were obtained self-consistently
from the table of Claret & Bloemen (2011) by interpolation of
the stellar parameters.
To estimate the contribution of systematic errors, three differ-
ent stellar evolution models were used. These are the Dartmouth
(Dotter et al. 2008), Parsec (Bressan et al. 2012), and StarEvol
(Palacios, priv. comm.) models. Because the transit depth and
radial-velocity semi-amplitude can be measured with a very high
precision for these objects, the error budget of their masses and
radii will be dominated by the systematic errors of the primary
mass and radius.
The priors used for the MCMC algorithm are listed in Ta-
ble 6. Basically, we used non-informative priors –that is, uni-
form or Jeffreys distributions (see Gregory 2005)– for all param-
eters except for the stellar parameters mentioned above, and the
ephemerides parameters, P and Tc, for which we used the values
provided by Batalha et al. (2013), but the width of the distribu-
tion was increased by an order of magnitude to avoid biasing
our results. To explore parameter space as thoroughly as possi-
ble, we ran 30 chains for each set of stellar tracks. The chains
were started at random points drawn from the prior distribution
and were run for 1 × 106 iterations. In all cases, most of the
chains converged to indistinguishable distributions, according to
the Kolmogorov Smirnov test applied on the posterior distribu-
tion. This supports the assumption that the posterior distribution
is unimodal and that the global maximum was found. The chains
were thinned using their correlation length, and merged to form
the final sample of the parameter posterior distribution. In all
cases we obtained more than 50,000 independent samples from
the posterior. The model parameters and their uncertainties were
inferred from a combination of equal-sized samples of the pos-
terior for each set of stellar evolutionary tracks. In this way, the
systematic errors introduced by the models were taken into ac-
count.
5. Results
In Tables 4 and 5 we list the median and 68.3% confidence in-
tervals for selected parameters for each set of stellar tracks used.
The stellar atmospheric parameters deduced using each of the
three tracks agree with each other. They also agree well with the
stellar atmospheric parameters obtained from the spectroscopic
analysis, although the Teff from the combined fit is systemati-
cally found to be pushed to the high end of the prior distribution.
We repeated the analysis for the Dartmouth tracks using differ-
ent, less constraining priors for the stellar parameters: a 1000-
K-wide normal distribution for the Teff , a uniform distribution
between 0.8 and 3.0 times the solar density and a normal distri-
bution with a width of 1.8 dex for the metallicity. The result-
ing parameters agree within 1 σ with those reported in Tables 4
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and 5, and the posterior distributions have a similar shape and
width. This shows that the priors are not restricting the Markov
chains from attaining different values, but is indicative instead
of a systematic difference between the Teff obtained from the
spectroscopic analysis and the Teff obtained by fitting broadband
photometry, as previously reported in the literature (e.g., Pinson-
neault et al. 2012; Huber et al. 2014).
As expected, the surface gravity of the primary star de-
rived from the MCMC by the bulk stellar density obtained from
the transit shape is much more precise than that obtained from
the spectrum. The PARSEC stellar tracks provide marginally
smaller and less massive primaries, which results in a smaller,
less massive companions, but the difference only amounts to
0.5-σ both in Rc and Mc. Therefore, we conclude that the re-
sult agrees for all three models. The ages of the systems are
unconstrained because of the relatively small stellar mass.
The results of the combined chains –obtained as described at
the end of the previous section– are presented in Table 7. The
final error in the masses and radii of the companions is between
5% and 8% larger than the errors inferred from individual tracks.
5.1. KOI-189
The MCMC analysis of the available data indicates that KOI-
189 is a K-type dwarf star with roughly solar metallicity and
an inferred mass M? = 0.763 ± 0.054 M, and radius R? =
0.731 ± 0.018 R.
The transiting companion has a radius of Rc = 0.1025 ±
0.0024 R, and a mass Mc = 0.0745 ± 0.0033 M. Its den-
sity is, therefore, 79.4 ± 3.7 times the density of Jupiter, and its
surface gravity log gc = 5.291 ± 0.013. In Fig. 3 we present the
maximum-posterior model of the system together with the data
points and the residuals. The position of the transiting compan-
ion in a mass radius diagram (Fig. 5) agrees well with the model
predictions for ages slightly below 1 Gyr. Although the age es-
timated based on the stellar tracks is closer to 6 Gyr, 1 Gyr is
within the 85% confidence interval. In any case, the radius of
the companion is larger than predicted by models for ages above
1 Gyr. With respect to the Baraffe et al. (2003) models, the poste-
rior radius anomaly, defined as the fractional difference between
the measured radius and the model prediction, is 5.1 ± 1.3 % for
the 1 Gyr isochrone and 14.3 ± 3.8 % for the 5 Gyr isochrone.
An informative way to report this discrepancy is by employing
the highest-density interval (HDI) of the posterior distribution of
the radius anomaly. The q%-HDI of a distribution is defined as
the (possibly discontinuous) interval containing q% of the dis-
tribution mass, and such that all points within the interval have
a higher density than those outside. By definition, the HDI con-
tains the mode of the distribution. In this case, the 95%-HDI
of the radius anomaly of KOI-189 B is [2.6%; 7.7%] for the 1
Gyr isochrone and [7.7%; 20.0%] for the 5 Gyr isochrone, which
emphasizes the disagreement between observations and model.
Secondary-eclipse search
The impact parameter at superior conjunction indicates that the
system undergoes secondary eclipses. We searched for periodic
dips in the Kepler light curve at the expected orbital phase us-
ing a box model with three parameters: central phase, duration,
and depth. The posteriors estimated from the MCMC algorithm
were used as priors for the phase and duration parameters. For
the depth, we used a Jeffreys prior between 10−12 and 10−4. We
checked that the limits used in the Jeffreys distribution did not
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Fig. 3. Data and best-fit model for KOI-189. From top to bottom:
phase-folded Kepler LC light curve, SOPHIE RV curve, and spectral
energy distribution. The Kepler data are corrected for contamination
and normalized to the out-of-transit flux listed in Table 7. The model of
the Kepler LC data is shown binned down to the data sampling rate. For
the SED, the best-fit spectrum is plotted as a solid black curve, and the
integrated fluxes in the photometric bands are plotted as open circles.
change the computation significantly. We adopted a Gaussian
model for the errors, with variance σ2 = σ2i + σ
2
J , where σi are
the internal errors provided by the Kepler pipeline and σJ is the
mean LC jitter reported in Table 7 and obtained for the transit
modeling. The Bayes factor between the box model and the null
hypothesis (no secondary eclipse) is close to 1. Furthermore, we
searched in the same manner at 100 other orbital phases linearly
sampled between one fourth of a period before and after the ex-
pected time. The Bayes factor ranges between 0.96 and 1.17,
showing that the light curve around the orbital phase where the
secondary eclipse is expected is actually typical.
It is interesting to note that if the data model is chosen as a
Gaussian distribution with varianceσ2i , meaning, without the ad-
ditional jitter term, then the Bayes factor in favor of a secondary
eclipse is close to 10, which could have been interpreted as a
positive detection (Kass & Raftery 1995). However, searching
at other phases yields many occurrences of Bayes factors at sim-
ilar and higher values. This shows that systematics in the Kepler
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Fig. 4. Data and best-fit model for KOI-686. Top row: phase-folded Kepler LC (left) and SC (right) light curves. Bottom row: SOPHIE RV curve
(left), and spectral energy distribution (right). The Kepler data are corrected for contamination and normalized to the out-of-transit flux listed in
Table 7. The model of the Kepler LC data is shown binned down to the data sampling rate. For the SED, the best-fit spectrum is plotted as a solid
black curve, and the integrated fluxes in the photometric bands are plotted as open circles.
light curve and stellar noise can easily mimic secondary eclipses
of the correct depth if the data modeling is not correct. The jit-
ter term is a basic method to deal with this problem, but to fully
exploit these data, a more sophisticated noise model is needed
(see, e.g., Parviainen et al. 2014).
The non detection of the secondary eclipse was expected
from theoretical isochrones. According to Baraffe et al. (2003),
the absolute magnitude of the transiting companion in the r band
is around 17.8 (assuming an age of 5 Gyr), which leads to a mag-
nitude difference with the host star ∆r = 11.6, and an expected
secondary depth of 23.5 ppm, well below the dispersion of the
available data and of the measured jitter value. On the other
hand, in the J band the absolute magnitude is 12.2, and then
∆J = 7.4, and the secondary depth is 1090 ppm.
5.2. KOI-686
KOI-686 is a G-type star, with a mass M? = 0.983 ± 0.074 M,
and radius R? = 1.040 ± 0.030 R. The companion has a mass
M = 0.0987 ± 0.0049 M and a radius R = 0.1250 ± 0.0038 R.
The maximum-posterior model and the residuals are plotted in
Fig. 4 .
Unlike KOI-189, the KOI-686 system is not expected to ex-
hibit secondary eclipses, since the impact parameter at superior
conjunction is 2.05. The inverse situation, in which the primary
eclipse of low-mass stellar companions is missing is known to
cause false-positive detection in transiting planet surveys (San-
terne et al. 2013).
From an analysis of Q0-Q6 data of KOI-686 combined with
a high-resolution Keck spectrum of the star, Dawson & John-
son (2012) estimated the eccentricity of the orbit of the tran-
siting companion thanks to the difference between the transit-
determined stellar density and that obtained from the spectro-
scopic analysis of the Keck spectrum (the so-called photoeccen-
tric effect). The authors measured an eccentricity e = 0.62+0.18−0.14.
This value agrees with the one presented here, although the RV
determination is much more precise, as expected for cases where
the RV signal is clearly detected, yielding an error bar about 40
times smaller. This shows that the photoeccentric effect is a valu-
able tool for identifying eccentric transiting candidates, but that
RV remains an important asset for the precise characterization
of the system, especially for long-period orbits, for which the
transits are usually scarce.
The radius of KOI-686 b is obtained here with a precision
close to 3%. Neglecting possible remaining systematic errors
introduced by the use of the stellar tracks to obtain the mass
of the primary star, this object can be used for a comparison
with stellar evolution models. The models by Baraffe et al.
(2003) predict a radius in agreement with observations: a con-
sistent radius value is within the 80%-HDI of the posterior ra-
dius anomaly for both the 1 Gyr and 5 Gyr isochrones. In this
case, a comparison with the newest Dartmouth isochrones (Fei-
den & Chaboyer 2013, 2014), which include various effects due
to magnetic fields, is also possible. Using the web-based interpo-
lation tool provided by Dartmouth3, we computed the isochrones
for the metallicity values at either end of the 95%-HDI (-0.34,
0.22), which are plotted in Fig. 5. Comparison with the solar-
metallicity isochrone4 indicates that the radius of KOI-686 B
3 http://stellar.dartmouth.edu/models/isolf_new.html
4 To compute the posterior radius anomaly of KOI-686 B with respect
to the isochrones of Baraffe and the Dartmouth group, we have only kept
the samples of the posterior within the mass range of the isochrones and
assumed that the remaining samples follow the same distribution.
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Table 7. Posterior parameters of the KOI-189 and KOI-686 systems.
KOI-189 KOI-686
Spectroscopic parameters
Effective temperature, Teff[K] 4850 ± 100 5750 ± 120
Surface gravity, log g [cgs] 4.6 ± 0.12 4.5 ± 0.15
Metallicity, [Fe/H] [dex] −0.07 ± 0.18 0.02 ± 0.12
Stellar rotational velocity, v sin i? [km s−1] 2.5 ± 1.5 3.0 ± 1.5
Microturbulent velocity, vmicro [km s−1] 1.2 ± 0.1 0.8 ± 0.1
Result from combined analysis of the light curve, radial velocity, and spectral energy distribution
Orbital period, P [days]• 30.3604467 ± 4.6 × 10−6 52.5135456 ± 7.7 × 10−6
Midtransit time, Tc [BJD]• 2454981.09148 ± 1.3 × 10−4 2455004.67485 ± 1.3 × 10−4
cov(P,Tc) [days2] −4.62 × 10−10 −6.30 × 10−10
Orbital eccentricity, e• 0.2746 ± 0.0037 0.5560 ± 0.0037
Argument of periastron, ω [deg]• 240.38 ± 0.92 60.56 ± 0.74
Orbit inclination, i [deg] 89.697 ± 0.022 88.494 ± 0.044
Impact parameter in inferior conjunction, b• 0.339 ± 0.022 0.714 ± 0.0075
Impact parameter in superior conjunction 0.208 ± 0.014 2.055 ± 0.042
Orbital semi-major axis, a [AU] 0.1802 ± 0.0044 0.2823 ± 0.0075
Normalized semi-major axis, a/R? 52.78 ± 0.52 58.38 ± 0.76
Radius ratio, k = Rp/R?• 0.13988 ± 4.0 × 10−4 0.12017 ± 3.4 × 10−4
Radial velocity semi-amplitude, K [km s−1]• 5.948 ± 0.033 6.400 ± 0.037
Systemic velocity, Vr [km s−1]• −72.592 ± 0.023 −30.893+0.012−0.028
Jitter Kepler long cadence, σKepler,LC [ppm] • 272.4 ± 9.1 158.2 ± 9.5
Jitter Kepler short cadence, σKepler,S C [ppm] • — < 310; < 360†
Jitter radial velocity, σRV [m s−1]• < 74; < 99† < 93; < 113†
Jitter SED, σS ED [mag]• 0.056 ± 0.020 0.030 ± 0.020
Effective temperature, Teff[K]• 4952 ± 40 5834 ± 100
Metallicity, [Fe/H] [dex]• −0.115 ± 0.099 −0.06 ± 0.13
Stellar Density, ρ? [ρ]• 1.928 ± 0.054 0.874 ± 0.034
Star mass, M? [M] 0.764 ± 0.051 0.983 ± 0.074
Star radius, R? [R] 0.733 ± 0.017 1.040 ± 0.030
Deduced stellar surface gravity, log g [cgs] 4.590 ± 0.014 4.397 ± 0.017
log10 τ [yr] 9.84 ± 0.29 9.79+0.15−0.25
τ [Gyr] 6.9+6.4−3.4; [0.6, 13.9]
‡ 6.2 ± 2.8; [1.3, 12.2]‡
Distance to the system, [pc]• 421 ± 13 529 ± 19
Color excess, E(B−V) [mag]• < 0.044; < 0.059† 0.122 ± 0.032
Companion mass, Mc [M] 0.0745 ± 0.0033 0.0987 ± 0.0049
Companion radius, Rc[R] 0.1025 ± 0.0024 0.1250 ± 0.0038
Companion mass, Mc [MJup] 78.0 ± 3.4 103.4 ± 4.8
Companion radius, Rc[RJup] 0.998 ± 0.023 1.216 ± 0.037
Companion surface gravity, log gc [cgs] 5.287 ± 0.012 5.239 ± 0.014
Companion mean density, ρc [ρJ] 78.4 ± 3.3 57.5 ± 3.0
Companion mean density, ρc [g cm−3] 97.3 ± 4.1 71.4 ± 3.7
Companion equilibrium temperatureb, Teq [K] 482.1 ± 4.9 540 ± 12
Notes. • MCMC jump parameter.
† 95%- and 99%-confidence upper limit.
‡ 95% highest density interval.
b Teq = Teff (1 − A)1/4
√
R?
2a , for fixed albedo A = 0.
M= 1.98842 × 1030 kg; R= 6.95508 × 108 m; MJup= 1.89852 × 1027 kg;
RJup= 7.1492 × 107 m
is also inflated with respect to this model: the posterior radius
anomaly is 6.5 ± 1.9 (95%-HDI = [2.8%; 9.5%]).
6. Summary and discussion
We have presented radial velocity measurements obtained with
the SOPHIE spectrograph of two Kepler planetary candidates.
These data permit identifying the candidates as very low-mass
stars, stressing the importance of these types of observations for
distinguishing transiting candidates from bona fide planets. A
combined analysis of the SOPHIE radial velocities, the avail-
able absolute photometric measurements, and all the available
Kepler photometry allowed us to obtain precise mass and radius
measurements of the transiting companions, yielding the most
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precise determination of the mass and radius of a star with mass
below 0.1 M (KOI-686 B), and revealing a slightly lower den-
sity than expected from theoretical models for KOI-189 B. The
position of KOI-686 B in the mass-radius relation agrees with
theoretical expectations based on the isochrones of Baraffe et al.
(2003). However, the more recent, and more complete models by
the Dartmouth group (Feiden & Chaboyer 2013, 2014) failed to
reproduce the observations, and give a radius anomaly of around
6%, not unlike other objects in the literature, such as CM Dra-
conis (Morales et al. 2009; Terrien et al. 2012, see also Feiden
& Chaboyer (2012)). In addition, KOI-189 B might also be a
high-mass brown dwarf, since the H-burning limit of ∼ 72 MJup
is contained in the 95%-HDI of the mass posterior distribution.
Although systematic effects in the estimation of the primary
mass remain a concern for these determinations, our analysis
tried to take into consideration their effect by using three dif-
ferent stellar evolution models to go from the measured stellar
atmospheric parameters to masses and radii: these are the stellar
evolution tracks from the Dartmouth and Padova groups, and the
STAREVOL tracks. Although the stellar parameters obtained
with the different tracks agree, the error on the companion ra-
dius increases by almost 10% when the results from the different
models are combined. A source of error in the companion radius
not considered here is the uncertainty in the crowding factor re-
ported in the MAST. This value is given without an error in the
database, but with three significant digits. Assuming the error is
in the second digit, then its relative error is around 1%, which is
smaller than the 3% uncertainty in the stellar radius, which dom-
inates the error budget of Rc for these large objects for which the
transit depth is known very precisely.
6.1. Inflated radius of KOI-189 b
Even if the discrepancy between the measured radius of KOI-
189 b and the 5 Gyr isochrone of Baraffe et al. (2003) is small, it
is significant and confirms the radius anomaly of low-mass stars
down to the very bottom of the main sequence (see Torres 2013,
and references therein)
Because a very large amount of energy is needed to inflate
such a massive brown dwarf or very low-mass star, both the ir-
radiation by the primary and tidal heating are found to be neg-
ligible. Indeed, at this age, a 78 MJup object is expected to re-
lease an internal flux corresponding to an effective temperature
of 1900 − 2000 K. To affect the evolution, any heating mecha-
nism should yield a comparable flux. Because of the wide orbit,
the irradiation of the primary and the tidal dissipation due to
the eccentricity yield an equilibrium temperature of 480 K and
10-20 K5, which is orders of magnitude too low (the irradiation
represents 0.4% of the internal flux). Relatively similar conclu-
sions were reached by Bouchy et al. (2011) for CoRoT-15b even
though it was a less massive brown dwarf receiving a more in-
tense irradiation.
Currently, the most widely accepted explanation for the ra-
dius anomaly of low-mass stars is through inhibition of con-
vection by strong magnetic fields (Mullan & MacDonald 2001).
This explanation has recently been shown to be satisfactory for
three well-characterized systems (MacDonald & Mullan 2014),
although the internal magnetic field needed might be too strong
compared with analytical arguments (Feiden & Chaboyer 2014).
However, this scenario usually requires a relatively fast rotation
5 The tidal energy flux is computed with the tidal model of Leconte et
al. (2010) assuming a Jupiter-like dissipation efficiency.
rate to maintain a dynamo - fast rotation rate that is enforced by
tidal synchronization in short-period binaries.
For KOI-189 B, the timescale for tidal de-spinning is ex-
pected to be longer than 10 − 100 Gyr, so that synchronous
rotation (that would be too slow anyway) is most likely never
reached. But this does not necessarily imply a slow rotation. In-
deed, the relatively low effective and equilibrium temperatures
of KOI-189 B imply a very poorly ionized atmosphere (Mohanty
et al. 2002), which causes a decoupling of the flow and magnetic
field, yielding a reduced activity. This, in turn, should result in
reduced winds and inefficient magnetic braking. If there is no
other significant angular-momentum transport mechanism, it is
then possible that KOI-189 B retained its initial angular momen-
tum. Because of the continuous gravitational contraction, this
could result in rotation periods as short as a few hours (Herbst
et al. 2007). Magnetically inhibited convection is therefore still
a possible explanation. In addition, Chabrier et al. (2007) sug-
gested that spot coverage could substantially increase the radius
of magnetically active low-mass stars, especially in a binary sys-
tem. However, for the reasons discussed above, the relatively
low effective temperature is expected to yield a reduced activity
and thus a smaller spot coverage.
Since a rapid rotation cannot be excluded, one has to take
into account the deformation and the net centrifugal expansion
of the object (Leconte et al. 2011). For a rotation period of 1 hr
(a third of the breakup velocity), and using Eq. (33) of Leconte
et al. (2011) along with their tabulated values of the structural
properties of substellar objects and very low-mass stars, we de-
rive an increase in the mean radius of 2.5%. Although a signif-
icant effect considering the uncertainties, this effect is not suffi-
cient by itself.
Finally, a possible explanation would be that the KOI-189
system is younger than expected (≤1 Gyr). Although this age
is not discarded by the combined analysis of the SOPHIE spec-
tra and the SED measurements, the v sin i estimated from the
spectrum points to a slowly rotating primary star, which would
indicate instead a more advanced age.
In conclusion, because of its very peculiar location at the
very bottom of the main sequence and its relatively wide orbit,
KOI-189 B is among the most challenging objets to explain and
therefore provides a strong constraint on future structure models.
6.2. Additional companions
The detection of additional companions in these systems can
provide insights on their formation and evolution history (e.g.,
Luhman 2012; Burgasser et al. 2007).
To set upper limits to the mass of these putative companions,
we considered a random set of 1000 posterior samples obtained
with the MCMC algorithm and computed the residuals for each
set of parameters in the set. The best-fit (in the least-squares
sense) amplitude and corresponding mass were obtained for each
sample, and for a series of periods from 1 to 300 days. From
the mass distributions thus obtained, we computed the 68.3th,
95.3th and 99.7th percentiles (Fig. 6). For KOI-189, companions
more massive that 1 MJup were discarded up to orbital periods of
around 20 - 60 days, which corresponds to half the time span
of the observations. For longer periods, the upper mass limit
increases linearly with the period. In the KOI-686 system, the
upper limit is slightly less stringent, possible because there are
fewer RV points. Still, no companions with masses above a few
Jupiter masses are allowed for periods shorter than around 60
days (again, half the time span of RV observations). Additional
data and long-term follow-up of these systems will make these
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Fig. 6. Upper limits to for the mass of a putative second companion in the system as a function of orbital period. The shaded regions correspond
to the 68.3% (dark), 95.5%, and 99.7% (light) confidence level.
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Fig. 5. Mass-radius diagram for massive planets, brown dwarfs, and
very low-mass stars transiting primaries with Ms > 0.5 M. The dashed
lines are the isochrones of Baraffe et al. (2003) for ages of (from top to
bottom) 0.5, 1, 5, and 10 Gyr. The dotted lines are the 5 Gyr Dartmouth
isochrones (2012 version, Feiden & Chaboyer 2014) for the extreme
allowed values for KOI-686, and for solar metallicity. The objects pre-
sented in this paper are plotted in red; other objects from the SOPHIE
follow-up of Kepler candidates are labeled in blue.
limits more stringent and enrich our understanding of very low-
mass stars.
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Table 1. Radial velocity measurements for KOI-189, obtained with the
K5 mask.
BJD RV σRV BVSa Exp. time S/N/pix
-2 450 000 (km s−1) (km s−1) (m s−1) (s) (550 nm)
55746.4495 -78.748 0.024 0.046 2926 11
55763.5061 -68.845 0.016 -0.043 3600 17
55768.4028 -71.854 0.013 -0.046 3600 18
55773.4533 -75.930 0.034 -0.082 2183 12
55776.5059 -78.475 0.036 0.088 1200 9
55785.4191 -69.234 0.030 -0.104 1800 14
55788.5163 -67.503 0.059 0.127 810 10
55791.4151 -67.779 0.037 -0.007 900 11
55809.3730 -79.241 0.051 -0.021 1160 10
55876.2423 -69.533 0.056 0.076 744 10
Notes. (a) Bisector velocity span. The associated error is twice the RV
error.
Table 2. Radial velocity measurements for KOI-686
BJD RV σRV BVSa Exp. time S/N/pix
-2 450 000 (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (s) (550 nm)
55752.549410 -34.822 0.010 -0.028 3600 27
55776.472340 -29.120 0.011 -0.054 3600 27
55785.446050 -24.621 0.017 0.024 1800 18
55791.428390 -26.292 0.029 0.012 600 11
55801.574040 -35.442 0.066 0.109 600 10
55810.432690 -33.857 0.045 -0.016 1038 7
55873.277190 -31.519 0.027 0.065 900 12
Notes. (a) Bisector velocity span. The associated error is twice the RV
error.
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Table 6. Priors of fitted parameters.
KOI-189 KOI-686
Parameters Units Prior
Orbital Parameters
Period, P days N(30.360446; 1.4 × 10−4) N(52.51357; 1.6 × 10−4)
Midtransit time, Tc BJD_UTC - 2,454,000 N(981.09095; 1.5 × 10−3) N(1004.6737; 1.1 × 10−3)
Eccentricity, e – U(0.0; 1.0)
Argument of periastron, ω deg U(0.0; 360.0)
Impact parameter, b – U(0.0; 1.0)
Stellar Parameters
Effective temperature, Teff K N(4850; 100) N(5750; 120)
Metallicity, [Fe/H] dex N(−0.07; 0.18) N(0.02; 0.12)
Stellar density, ρ∗ [ρ] N(1.79; 0.30) N(0.91; 0.28)
Distance, d pc U(100; 2000)
System Parameters
Radial-velocity semi-amplitude, K [km s−1] U(3.0; 9.0)
Radius ratio, k = Rc/Rs – J(0.01; 0.5)
Center-of-mass velocity, γ [km s−2] U(−78.0,−70.0) U(−32.8;−28.8)
Data Parameters
Out-of-transit flux, foot – U(0.999; 1.001)
Kepler long cadence jitter, σLC [ppm] U(0.0; 800.0)
Kepler long cadence jitter, σSC [ppm] U(0.0; 4000.0) –
SOPHIE jitter, σSOPHIE [m s−1] U(0.0; 120.0)
SED jitter, σSED [mag] U(0.0; 1.0)
Notes.
U(xmin; xmax): uniform distribution between xmin and xmax.
J(xmin; xmax): Jeffreys (log-flat) distribution between xmin and xmax.
N(µ;σ): normal distribution with mean µ and standard deviation σ.
AN(µ;σ−;σ+): asymmetric normal distribution, with different widths at each side of mean value.
